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Imdb pitch perfect 2 parents guide

Lemmenpeli (2005) Add guide jump: Severity? 2 4 3 2 We were unable to submit the assessment. Try again later. There is sexual innuendo and comments throughout the film, but the main sexually related scenes are: Several women can be seen on exercise bikes in very instructive attire (lots of
cleavage, bare stomach, thighs) we see some bouncing cleavage in some of them. A woman with food poisoning is wearing a low-cut maroon dress that reveals cleavage. While looking over a women's dresser bedtime attire, a man holds up a very small pair of panties and then offers to undress her, but
promises not to look. She then sheepishly says she doesn't look the way we see her standing in front of her (a head and shoulders shot where we see her bare shoulders until she slips onto her evening dress on her). When Lindsey asks what videos Ben took out for her while she was sick, she jokes that
it was mostly Japanese animated pornography. Ben picks up Lindsey's cell phone and tells the caller that he's Lindsey's domestic-sex slave, then tells her to call her mother after she hangs up. Ben jokingly wears jockstrap on the outside of his pants. Lindsey and Ben are coming home, kissing
passionately and starting to undress. His shirt comes off and the two fall side by side on the bed where they do more passionate kisses. sex is implied. A friend of Lindsey's is showing cleavage. Lindsey and Ben have some passionate, dressed kisses while on the dance floor. After having sex (that we
can't see), Ben is overwhelmed and says: It was like... It was you... They're both in bed under the covers. No nudity. They embrace me a little and kiss him briefly. The reporter (commenting on celebrations after the game) claims to have seen a variety of topless women (we don't see them). Ben's friends
find him disheveled and step in, ask where he got a certain Red Sox videotape, and then shower him. We don't see nudity. The doctor's friend works on his groin, and Ben asks, Why are you shaving my balls? A woman's chest size to larger due to pregnancy is being talked about while she is seen &amp;
part of the convoy of 2nd woman talking about her own breast size ben and lindsey have some passionate kisses on a baseball field. As mentioned earlier - there are many sexual comments on the list. There was too much listing. The following Parents Guide can sell important printing points. Two men try
to fight off a woman and accidentally run into each other. She's throwing her purse at another man. (2012) Add guide jump: Severity? 17 33 29 7 We were unable to submit the assessment. Try again later. No. There are no sexual scenes or obvious nudity seen in this film. Beca and Chloe sing in the
shower (we can't see anything under their shoulders). A character s*x often and makes several references, such as my lady doctor telling me it's not s*x for 6 weeks, but I did anyway. A young girl (Barb) walks into the foreground wearing t-shirt under coat and three-quarter jeans; He pulls the coat to both
sides and complains that people say his chest looks like gibberish. Her sewn bra cups can be seen through a stretched T-shirt. No nudity appears. Many college-aged women wear short shirts to reveal bare tummy and shorts to reveal most of their legs. Women wear skin-tight jeans and leggings to reveal
curves in the hips, buttocks and legs. Women wear tank tops and low-cut blouses to reveal cleavage. Two women show a significant cleavage throughout the film. A woman wearing a swimsuit stands in a pool and we see cleavage; Next to him are three shirtless men. We see eight men in a hot tub, bare
shoulders, arms and chests revealed. We see a pregnant woman with a swollen belly under a T-shirt. We see a male swim team member wearing tight swimming trunks to reveal his bare chest, arms and thighs. A man and a woman kiss briefly. In the dorm shower, we see a series of men's and a row of
women's feet under shower room doors; Another woman enters another stall and we see bare shoulders and upper arms when we pull the shower curtain around her and a man appears at the stable door and we see the full bare chest, shoulders and arms as one woman gasps and the scene ends.
While singing on stage, a woman pushes her bosom up with her hands and a few times rubs her hands down her groin and thighs inside. Three men lift up their T-shirts in different scenes to reveal their bellies, and we see tattoos on their arms. A male singing group rips apart his shirt with a long shot and
we see three or four bare bellies. A female song group dances suggestively on stage, rolling at the hips; an overweight singer pulls her shirt open at the end of a number and can be seen wearing a tank top to reveal cleavage; a man picks up the handheld microphone and touches the woman on the chest
several times as they argue briefly. Women practice, run up and down stadium steps and hold their bosoms so as not to bounce. Male and female groups sing phrases with sexually suggestive lyrics: Like a Virgin, S&amp;Amp;C; M, Let's Talk About Sex, I'll Make Love to You, Feel Like The First Time,
Not Diggity. The song Toner is about female singers joking about a musical erection. One woman accuses the other woman of making a visible dye (which means sexual excitement) about a male singer, and the accused woman makes a crude anatomical reference. On a radio station, the manager
meets a new male and female interns and tells them not to have sex on the table. A woman expels a member of her a cappella girl group because she is Treble-boned, meaning the member had sex with a member of the Treble Makers men's group. The female song group leader tells members that sex
with a rival male group results in immediate expulsion from the women's group. Two women were expelled for this. A woman tells a man, he visits a gynecologist rather than kisses her or watch a movie. In a place, place, To be heard, the MC announces that using music to deal with sexual confusion will
not work as he wiggles all his fingers around the groin area. Suggestions are being made that a woman is lesbian, and she admits it later, and she can be seen staring at other women's buttocks and grinning. We hear that a woman is sexually promial, but she doesn't see any evidence. On the air, a
singing competition announcer says a high-pitched tenor testicles are not descended and that women can't sing or doctors; a female announcer replies that she's a misogynist, and the woman looks at a male group dance and says she needs to refresh downtown, which means sexual excitement, to
which the male announcer asks, Can I help you? as the scene ends. A woman enters university and receives a rape whistle instructions to use only when rape occurs. I'm women saying that song is her lady jam, and it really builds, suggesting that she'll be switched on by it. Severity? 6 21 11 0 We were
not able to submit the assessment. Try again later. In a pre-credits scene, there is a short slang use of ginger. 7 skatological expressions, 11 anatomical expressions, 16 mild obscenities, exclamation marks (stop), name-calling (lain, weird, nerds, step-monster, girlish, trash, Black Beauty, slut, jerk),
stereotypical references to men, women, singers, college students, control freaks, fat people, sci-fi fans, nerds, parents, Asians, whites, Jews, 1 religious profanity, 6 religious proclamations. The following Parents Guide can sell important printing points. The bully chucks the burrito out the bus window and
hits the character so he falls over 5 wins &amp; 9 nominations. More prizes » Learn more about Edit After the highs have won the World Cup, the Bellas find themselves separated and discover there are no job opportunities to make music with your mouth. But when you get the chance to reunite for an
overseas USO tour, this group of awesome nerds comes together to make some music and some questionable choices, one last time. Plot summary | Plot synopsis taglines: last call, places certificate: 6 | See all certificates » Parents Guide: View Content Advisor » Edit Chicago (Matt Lanter) reveals to
Chloe that she is actually from Georgia. Most of the film was shot in Georgia. See also » Aubrey's father will appear at the ONE performance the Bellas specifically will not perform before an impromptu invitation to perform. More » Beca: Guys, you've never competed with bands that are actually
instruments. So, what's the plan? Oh, you're just singing other people's songs, right? Like karaoke? That's so cute. I'm a troublemaker. It's Calm, Veracity and Charity. If I joined your group, I'd be obesity. See also » Love Me Harder Written by Peter Svensson (as Anders Svensson), Max Martin, Savan
Kotecha, Belly (as Ahmad Balshe), Ali Payami and The Weeknd (as Abel Tesfaye) More » Reviews Edit Official Facebook | Official Instagram | More » » Date: 21 December 2017 (Germany) More » Aka: Pitch Perfect 3 Read more » Atlanta, Georgia, USA More » Budget Editing: $45,000,000 (estimated)
Opening Weekend USA: $19,928,525, 24 December 2017 Gross USA: $104,897,530 Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $185,400,345 For more information on IMDbPro Runtime: 93 min Dolby Digital | Dolby Atmos | DTS (DTS: X) Aspect Ratio: 1.85 : 1 See full technical specifications » »
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